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Abstract
Copy and paste citation tools exist for traditional academic publication types from places like
Citation Machine or Google Scholar, but similar plugins for datasets are scarce. In response, the
Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City built a data citation template for all acquired and select open
data sources to allow economists to copy and paste data citations into their preferred word
processing program.
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The scholarly community has put a number of mechanisms in place that support the
attribution process. For example, APA, Chicago, and many other commonly used citation styles
provide formatting guidance on a wide variety of source types, including books, periodicals,
websites, reports, interviews, podcasts, and more (American Psychological Association, 2017;
University of Chicago, 2017). This guidance dictates not only what information should be included
in a citation but also the order information should be in and how it should be punctuated. This
consistency allows readers familiar with the style to instantly recognize the information they are
viewing and utilize it accordingly. However, familiarity is not equivalent to expertise. Lack of
practice, intermittent use, and special circumstances can pose challenges to scholars attempting to
apply standards in their works. Luckily, online tools have been developed that help simplify the
formatting process for source types with accepted formatting standards. These tools often allow
citation information to be quickly and easily copied and pasted directly into a document or reference
library, as can be seen in Figure 1:
Figure 1: Copy and Paste Citation Tools
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Properly citing data offers the same benefits as properly citing traditional sources. Data
citation allows readers to identify, access, and verify sources; provides appropriate attribution to data
owners and providers; and facilitates collaboration and reuse, which ultimately leads to faster and
more efficient research progress (DataCite, 2017; FORCE 11, 2014). Unfortunately, citing data is
not an accepted or routine practice in the same way as it is for more traditional sources, and, at
most, attribution is often included informally as a note below a graph or figure. While there are
many reasons for this, including a broader discussion on data sharing in general, one major issue is
the lack of universally accepted citation standards (Park & Wolfram, 2017). Other non-traditional
source types such as musical recordings and YouTube videos receive acknowledgment in many
styles, but formatting standards for data – which often serves as the basis for numerous scholarly
outputs – are rare.
Organizations across multiple disciplines have released guidance on the topic, but the
guidance primarily focuses on the elements that should be included in a data citation rather than
specific formatting (CODATA, 2017; DataCite, 2017; FORCE 11, 2014; ICPSR, 2017; National
Research Council, 2012; Rauber, Asmi, van Uytvanck, & Proll, 2015; Strasser, 2015). Though this is
a start, the lack of translation into common styles and thus consistency in practice undermines the
ability of readers to easily recognize information elements as they pertain to data. It also presents
challenges in integrating with online tools that automate formatting.
For the most part, online citation services do not support data citation at all, and those that
do support data citation have significant limitations. For instance, the tool offered by a collaboration
between DataCite, Crossref, mEDRA, and ISTIC requires the data to have a DOI. Datasets with
DOIs are becoming more common, but persistent identifiers are still not entirely ubiquitous and
DOI is not the only persistent identifier system (Klump & Huber, 2017). Citation Machine has a
‘raw data’ category, but it only offers Description, Contributor(s), and Publication Date/Location
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fields (Citation Machine, 2018a; Citation Machine, 2018b; Citation Machine, 2018c). Users can add
annotations at the end of the citation to provide more information, which may include a third-party
distributor, access point, or unique identifier, but the lack of a dedicated field does not communicate
to the user that this is important information to include.
In addition to citation-generating websites, many authors also use reference management
resources, such as EndNote, RefWorks, and Zotero, to format and manage citations. Some of these
tools allow authors to select ‘data’ as a type, but if the preferred citation style does not offer data
formatting guidance then the information is often inserted into a similar template, such as ‘electronic
resource’, instead. For example, BibTeX is a reference management tool that provides formatting
assistance and allows authors to insert citations into documents written specifically in LaTeX, a
word processing mark-up language widely used in economics and other academic disciplines.
Authors simply provide information for specific elements according to the item type template, as
can be seen for the @article type in Figure 1 and Figure 2, and the elements are formatted into the
author’s selected style within the document using a simple command (Wikibooks, 2017). Though
data citation can be accomplished by repurposing existing templates (e.g., @misc) or using a nonstandard version (e.g., @electronic), there is currently no official @data template. These types of
limitations diminish consistency and ease of use, which ultimately hinders the uptake of data citation
practice.
Figure 2: BibTeX Entry
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Despite these hurdles, data citation is becoming more common. Academic journals from
several publishers now recommend that submitted papers include data citations in their references
section, and publications from the Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City’s Research Division are also
beginning to have formal data citation in its publications to align with industry practice (Elsevier,
2017; Springer Nature, 2017). Economists are accustomed to having a wide variety of tools and
resources to assist with citation requirements, and thus the Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City’s
Center for the Advancement of Data and Research in Economics developed citation templates for
all acquired proprietary and select open data sources for authors to copy and paste into libraries and
documents.
We began by drafting a general template based on modified Chicago in order to be
consistent with in-house publication style. We then reviewed all active data contracts and the online
terms of use for popular freely available resources. Specific data citation guidelines were identified
when available, and data providers were contacted when supplied guidance was unclear. Difficulties
arose when provider requirements did not fit well in the local template. For instance, some providers
required that a specific and sometimes lengthy disclaimer appear as part of the official attribution. It
was not immediately clear where these types of citations should appear – whether in the references
section, beneath a chart, or as a footnote within the main text – in order to fit consistently with
house style while also still meeting the obligations of the agreement. All such decisions were made in
close collaboration with the Research Division Senior Editor, and the completed template is
included in Figure 3. Examples can be found in the Appendix.
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Figure 3: Data Citation Template
Author or Owner. Publication Year*. “Supplement or Subsection.” Dataset, Date range.
Accessed through Third-Party Publisher or Distributor. Available at URL or DOI.
*If the publication date is not clear or available, use “Accessed [Year]” instead

Once the provider issues were addressed, the template was translated into both LaTeX
scripting and plain text for use with Microsoft Word. Citation information for select resources was
filled in where possible, and the resulting resources were placed on an intranet site from which
authors could copy and paste. Though components such as Author/Owner were pre-filled, there
were still elements that had to be filled in by the researchers based on the specific cut of data being
used for analysis. This led to numerous questions on points we originally thought clear and
straightforward. For example, does Publication Date refer to the date the entire dataset first came
into existence, the date the specific subset of data used for analysis was originally made available, the
date the data was made available by a third-party aggregator, or something different altogether? And
should the Publication Date include months or days to match the units in the data or just years?
Also, should the Dataset field use official, legal names, or should they instead use colloquial titles
more familiar to other researchers in the field? These and other questions made what originally
seemed like a simple plug-and-play task turn into something more complicated than anticipated, and
the template will continue to be iterative as questions are raised and addressed.
Though its development presented a number of unexpected challenges, having copy and
paste data citations compiled in a centralized location along with a (relatively) easy-to-follow
template has significantly streamlined the data citation process for Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas
City publications. The Data Services Librarian currently works very closely with authors to develop
and approve data citations, and this process will continue to improve as we refine citation guidance
and increase efforts to raise awareness of these resources. Future directions include integrating the
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citations into a BibTeX template or similar reference management tool and creating copy and paste
citations for other non-traditional items such as software and code.
Our locally developed templates do not address the lack of standardization across the
industry, but they can help our researchers become more used to citing data and related resources as
they would any other scholarly source. We hope the proliferation of data citation as a practice will
encourage industry movement in this direction, and all template components are subject to change
as standards become more normalized.
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Appendix
Citation Style Guidance
Citing data in work products
Data are cited for the same reasons that books, articles, and reports are cited - to
acknowledge the original creator or author and help other researchers find the data.
Data citations have many of the same components as other citations, including author or
creator and title, along with other information when relevant or available, such as URL access
information or a digital object identifier (DOI), publisher/access provider, year published, edition,
and so on.

Tips for citing data


Provide relevant information so that your reader will be able to find the data.
o

Include citations in a source note below tables and figures; for text, include a
parenthetical citation.

o

Include data sources in your reference list, just as you would list books and articles.




The Research Library strongly recommends using a permanent URL or DOI
to point readers to the data source.

Check license agreements and terms of use for specific requirements.
o

For all licensed (and some public) data, contact the Data Services Librarian. In some
cases, datasets are acquired from an access provider or publisher. Authors must
acknowledge the provider. For example, CBOE Volatility Index data accessed via
FRED must include the note "Accessed through the Federal Reserve Bank of St.
Louis" in the citation.

If you use data from a public website, be sure to check the terms of use on the website.
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Citation Style Guidance*
Type

In-Text

Template

Example(s)

(Author/Owner) OR

(Butler)

(Author/Owner : Distributor)

(U.S. Census Bureau)

If there’s no author, the
parenthetical reference uses the
first few words of the citation
on the References page.

(International Monetary Fund : Federal
Reserve Bank of St. Louis)

Sources:
Figures,
Author/Owner1,
Tables, Charts,
Author/Owner2 (Distributor),
Graphs
Author/Owner3
Author or Owner. Publication
Year*. "Supplement or
Subsection." Dataset, Date
range. Accessed through
Publisher or Distributor.
Available at URL or DOI
References
*If the publication date is not
clear or available, use
“Accessed [Year]” instead

Sources: Butler, International Monetary Fund
(Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis), and U.S.
Census Bureau.
U.S. Census Bureau and U.S. Bureau of
Labor Statistics. 2017. Current Population Survey
(Household Survey): Civilian EmploymentPopulation Ratio, January 2000 - December
2016. Accessed through the Federal Reserve
Bank of St. Louis. Available at
notarealurl.com
U.S. Census Bureau and U.S. Bureau of
Labor Statistics. Accessed 2017. "Annual
Social and Economic Supplement." Current
Population Survey, March 2014. Available at
doi.org/notarealDOI

